Simplifying Security for Service Providers
SIMPLIFYING THE SECURITY EXPERIENCE FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS

With 170+ successful partnerships worldwide, F-Secure is the preferred partner to deliver security and privacy solutions to your customers, their devices, and their homes. Best in class protection, a seamless user journey, and operational excellence are at the core of our partnerships.
GLOBAL LEADER WITH A UNIQUE BUSINESS MODEL

30+ Years of experience in award-winning cyber security

170+ Service Provider partners

500+ Successful service launches

20+ Router/Wi-Fi provider partnerships

96% of Partners are satisfied with local support

> 50 Product NPS

> 10BN € Value created for Partners
Advanced security and privacy protection all-in-one combined with ID monitoring and account takeover protection provide protection also outside of operator network.

**F-Secure TOTAL**
*Endpoint security*

Full protection for all devices in the home, visibility to security status with advanced family and IoT protection.

**F-Secure SENSE**
*Router security*

First layer of defense against online threats from the operator mobile and fixed network with high mass market adoption.

**F-Secure DNS Security**
*Network security*
F-SECURE TOTAL - ALL-IN-ONE SECURITY APP

Single app for all security, privacy, and identity protection needs. Full feature set including protection against malware and viruses, safe browsing, banking protection, privacy protection, Wi-Fi security, digital parenting, identity monitoring and password manager.

- BROWSING & BANKING PROTECTION
- PRIVACY PROTECTION
- MALWARE PROTECTION
- DARK WEB MONITORING
- ALERTS ON BREACHED PERSONAL INFORMATION
- STRONG PASSWORD MANAGEMENT
- FAMILY RULES
CENTRAL DEVICE CONTROL
With a powerful app, your customers are always in control of their devices and security in their connected home. All connected devices at home are automatically protected, and their individual online activity can easily be monitored.

DEVICE RECOGNITION & PROFILING
With F-Secure’s unique device recognition, all devices connecting to the home network are automatically recognized and immediately appear in the app. Devices can be grouped by room, category, or user, so managing their online activity is even easier.

THREAT BLOCKING & VISIBILITY
SENSE protects from malicious websites and lets users see the threats blocked. It detects infected smart home devices and blocks their internet connection, and notifies your customers of any suspicious activity in their home network.

FAMILY RULES
SENSE helps your customers set healthy online boundaries for their children. Parents can filter out inappropriate content and set time limits. When combined with F-Secure’s endpoint protection, users get a seamless experience outside the home as well.
DNS NETWORK SECURITY
Blocks access for service provider’s end users to malicious domains hosting or distributing malware

FAMILY RULES
Protecting from unwanted content by blocking content and setting time limits for entertainment content

LIGHTWEIGHT DELIVERY
Network wide protection with security deployed alongside your existing DNS resolvers in virtual machines

F-SECURE DNS SECURITY - FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE
BUILD YOUR OWN SECURITY PROPOSITION

F-Secure security and privacy portfolio is the most holistic on the market, protecting your customers’ devices, family, identities and connected home. We will help you choose the security components that best fit your end customer proposition, and build the right offering for you and your customer base.

SMART HOME SECURITY
Protects connected devices against online threats and hacking

BROWSING & BANKING PROTECTION
Let users explore the internet with worry-free online banking and shopping

MALWARE PROTECTION
Keeps devices safe from viruses, trojans, spyware and ransomware

PRIVACY PROTECTION
Stops trackers and ensures your customers have privacy online

FAMILY RULES
Lets parents set healthy boundaries for their children at home and on the go

PROTECTION ON THE GO
Protects phones, tablets, PCs, Macs everywhere, even on public Wi-Fi

DEVICE RECOGNITION
Lets users see and manage all devices connected to their home networks

HYPER SPEED
Minimizes security impact on consumer broadband speeds

IDENTITY PROTECTION
Secures your customers’ passwords and offers 24/7 monitoring with alerts if their ID has been stolen
SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE
DRIVING YOUR SUCCESS

CONSUMER INSIGHT
Segmentation, positioning and marketing messaging recommendations based on consumer surveys and 170+ service provider best practices

MARKETING SUPPORT
Service Marketing Specialists with security go-to-market best practices, implementation and local training resources

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Data-driven customer journey optimization and best practices

LIFECYCLE MESSAGING
Automated analytics-driven lifecycle messaging services with reminders, “use more” messages, etc.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION (NPS)
Operator-specific surveys gauge end customer loyalty and identify improvement areas
AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS
Our artificial intelligence (AI) powered solutions have been consistently awarded with the Best Protection award by AV-Test, a leading independent organization, for the last seven out of eleven years.

SERVICES BEYOND TECHNOLOGY
We offer service providers expertise and know-how throughout the entire customer lifecycle, from project kick-off to beyond the product launch, in order to ensure commercial success.

DEPLOYMENTS BUILT FOR OPERATORS
We offer turnkey solutions, SDKs, Cloud APIs and optimized deployment best practices to minimize your resource engagement: Simplified integrations, rapid deployments, and customized go-to-market with your brand at the forefront.
FLEXIBILITY TO DEPLOY YOUR HOLISTIC PROPOSITION

- Turn-key holistic security solutions as co-branded apps
- Seamless combination of security with Wi-Fi management
- Holistic coverage of endpoint, router and network security
- Embed security via SDKs/cloud APIs into your own service provider app

500+

Successful service provider deliveries
ABOUT F-SECURE

F-Secure makes every digital moment more secure, for everyone. We deliver brilliantly simple, frictionless security experiences that make life easier for the tens of millions of people we protect and our 170 partners.

For more than 30 years, we’ve led the cyber security industry, inspired by a pioneering spirit born out of a shared commitment to do better by working together.

f-secure.com/operators